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COMBAT AMERICA’S CRITICAL MINERAL DEPENDENCY 

Critical minerals are necessary for the modern economy, with 
applications in manufacturing, defense, renewable energy, 
advanced technology, and many other sectors. Congress must 
ensure that the U.S. is less dependent on foreign nations to meet 
its demand for these materials.  

BACKGROUND 

The United States needs a comprehensive, long-term policy to 
ensure a steady supply of domestic critical minerals. These 
materials are necessary for America’s economic competitiveness, 
modernization of infrastructure, national security, and advanced 
technological development, including renewable energy 
technologies necessary for the expansion of solar, wind, energy 
storage, and electric vehicles. Despite the existence of substantial 
reserves of these resources in the United States, most critical minerals are not mined in the U.S. In fact, the 
U.S. has become increasingly dependent on foreign nations – China in particular – to meet demand for these 
essential commodities.  
 
For example, in 2019, the United States had a 100 percent net import reliance on other nations for 17 
minerals, including gallium, indium, and rare earth elements.1 Among other uses, gallium, indium, and rare 
earth elements are components of smartphones, satellites, semiconductors, solar panels, and electric 
vehicles.2 China was the top import source for all three of these elements.3  
 
Critical minerals are required for many modern defense systems, including aerospace applications.4 Another 
mineral with high relevance to our defense interests, uranium, was imported at a rate of 97 percent in 2018.5 
The world’s largest uranium producer is Kazakhstan, with Russia and Uzbekistan also as major producers.6 
China is signaling an interest in the uranium market as well, buying large mines in Namibia.7 
 
Given the serious need to maintain a stable supply of critical minerals, encouraging domestic production is in 
the nation’s best interest. Moreover, since the United States has some of the best environmental and human 
labor standards in the world, it is preferable–as well as safer for the supply chain–to maximize domestic 
production of these resources. 
 
One major obstacle to domestic mineral development is the long, confusing, and overly burdensome 
permitting process in the United States. Mining projects require years of environmental studies, permitting, 
bonding, and stakeholder engagement, both at the state and federal level. All told, a mining project in the 
United States may spend 7 to 10 years waiting for final permitting approval. In comparison, countries like 
Canada and Australia have illustrated a capacity to follow specific permitting timelines while maintaining 
environmental protections. Both countries’ permitting timeframes average around two years, and both 
nations rank as the top two countries for mining investment. 

Quick Take 

Certain critical minerals are essential for America’s 
modern economy and national defense.  

The United States is far too reliant on foreign 
nations—particularly China—to supply many of 
them.  

Congress must ensure that we develop America’s 
existing natural resources to supply as much 
domestic demand for critical minerals as possible.  
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CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY AND REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES 

The Constitution grants Congress the power to regulate interstate commerce and promote the general welfare 
of the United States.8 Congress should ensure that federal regulations are as minimally burdensome as 
possible to achieve their constitutionally authorized purpose. America’s natural resources should be 
efficiently developed to meet domestic needs.  

POLICY SOLUTIONS 

As demand grows for renewable energy technologies, electric vehicles, and high-tech devices such as smart 
phones, the need for critical minerals will continue to increase. The United States lacks resources in many 
stages of the minerals supply chain, with very little mining or processing of these materials occurring 
domestically. Congress should: 
 

• Streamline the federal permitting process to boost access to critical minerals in a reliable and timely 
manner. The United States can promote domestic mineral independence by reducing delays and 
duplicative reviews while also maintaining robust environmental standards.  

 
• Incentivize enough domestic refining capacity to meet demand. Much of what is mined in the U.S. 

must be shipped overseas to be refined and processed.9 Increasing the number of refineries in the U.S. 
would help prevent a chokehold at the processing stage of the supply chain.  
 

• Prioritize mineral assessments at the federal level to identify valuable deposits across the country, 
allowing for more efficient and targeted development. Many potential domestic mineral reserves 
remain undiscovered. In fact, less than 18 percent of the U.S. has been adequately geologically 
mapped.10 The exploration phase of a mining project takes many years, potentially a decade or 
more.11,12  

 

Please contact Cameron Smith or Kelsey Wall with the Republican Policy Committee at (202) 225-4921 with any questions. 
 


